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February 6, 1980

Mr. Richard Lobel
Operating Reactors Branch #4
Division of Operating Reactors
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D.C. 20555
Dear Mr. Lobel:

Enclosed please find a letter addressed to the Omaha Public
Power District regarding the public meeting held in Omaha on
January 16, 1980 to consider the issues raised by OPPD's Application
to NRC for Amendment to its Facility Operating License to increase
the licensed power level from 1420 MWT to 1500 MWT, to switch
over to fuel rods manufactured by Exxon Nuclear Corp, and to use
Exxon analytical techniques. While our Committee, which is an
officially constituted working committee serving in an official,
but independent advisory capacity to the Metropolitan Area
Planning Agency on matters of concern to the Omaha region,
sufficiently resolved its desire for a public forum to permit
withdrawl of its earlier formal request for a public NRC hearing,
and sufficiently resolved its environmental concerns to permit it
to withhold unfavorable comment on the facility's pollution
discharge permit, you may note with some interest that the Committee
has recommended to the OPPD Board of Directors that, notwithstanding
license modification to permit operation at 1500 MWT, Fort Calhoun
should continue to be operated at 1420 MWT, its presently licensed
capacity, in order both to prolong the fuel cycle and to avoid
lingering questions of safety and risk which cannot apparently be
resolved until NRC develops risk factor analysis regulations some
time in the future. The Committee has come to this conclusion in
the belief that OPPD has failed to establish a demonstrated need
for additional generating capacity, except on a contingency basis
since power demand has been just about constant and well below
forecasts.
Since this is not a factor which the NRC considers in
license modification proceedings, the Committee has addressed its
recommendation to the OPPD Board and not NRC.
In going over its lessons learned, however, the Committee was
most concerned about the machinations required to obtain a public
forum at which ratepayers and other interested parties would have
the opportunity to receiva information, pose questions, obtain
answers and make comments whenever a license modification proceeding
Because of this concern, the Natural
is pending before the NRC.
Resources Committee and its parent, the Citizens Advisory Board,
$dEO3
S
has resolved that it submit to the NRC a Petition for Rule Making
requesting that the NRC 1) promulgate rules to require an informal
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public meeting in each instance of license issuance, amendment, or
modification such hearing to be substantially similar to the one
we had here in Omaha; 2) promulgate rules to permit in all cases,
informal participation by interested parties throughout a proceeding
for license issuance, amendment of modification, as delineated by
10 C.F.R. 52.715; and 3) promulgate rules to clarify that a request
for a formal hearing can be made independent of intervention.
On behalf of the Committee, and the Citizens Advisory Board,
I want to express my thanks and appreciation for your participation
in the January 16th meeting, for the time and effort that you took
in preparing for the public meeting, for your willingness to subject
yourselves to the numerous questions that were asked, and for the
spirit of cooperation and public responsiveness which you evidenced.
In addition, for myself I wish to add my thanks for your several
courtesies and for the assistance in facilitating my attendance at
technical meetings. As I stated publicly earlier, public meetings
can only go so far in resolving individual concerns about nuclear
energy, and ultimately we layment must place our trust in those in
To
your position to ensure that everything is done by the numbers.
the extent, however, that you have helped to resolve a multitude of
questions on behalf of myself and numerous others, we were certainly
glad that you were able to attend.
'

uly yours,

Ver
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A nrTI.CKirshen
As:sociate Professor of Law and

Chairman, Natural Resources Committee
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Joseph R. Gray, Esq.
Betty Peake
Kenneth J. Morris

MAP.S.

In view of recent events abroad, does NRC consider a scenario
wherein 20 or so armed terrorists forcibly take over a nuclear facility
and threaten to run the reactor to a Stage 8 condition by manually
overriding automatic safety systems? If not, this concern could be
averted by manual control, incapable of override, that would automatically bring the reactor to cold shutdown and from which reactivation could only take place by installation of a " key", electronic
or mechanical, the only copy of which would be kept by NRC in
Washington and whic would have to be physically transported to the
site for reactivation of the facility. This would block out coercoin
of reactor personnel, since the lockout would make this pointless.
Perhaps I have been rending too many Iranian novels, but I think this
would be a good idea to keep a reactor from being used as a terrorist
" hostage".
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